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W,RITING IN THE EN
,A-VLS INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

BINGHAM, llen
1977. 133pp. C

CLASSROOM VIS--
Order No. 7804622

Lamar, A.D. The University of Michigan,
rrian William Alexander

urpose of this study is to provide teachers with a plau-
sible rationale for the use media in the classroom and-with
a set of proceduresWhich ill best facilitate that use in the
teaching of English; especle the composition course. The
problem, as I perceive it, is that as paling children we possess
a creative outlook--a sense of wonder.and openness. But, with
the passing of Hine and the repetition of experience and social
pressure, they find themselves trapped in a prescribed cement
mold and unable to break away, at a loss to make discievery.
Suckeilias been the plight of the traditional classroom. However,
I contend that l he visual and aural stimulation experienced when
one is Involved in media can be most useful in the ritopvation
of wcitine wiliiin the classroom. This Is 'especially Wile when
students are allowed to pursue topics of Interest which will in
some way satisfy their existential needs to find an identity, and
to interact with others. el.?

The study is divided into four major areas of concentration.
The first aiea focuses on the significance of the mediated en-
vironment in the English classroom and includes a basic ex-

. planation of perception and its role in our lives, the concept of .

visual and aural literacy, the roles of media, and media char° 4-
,' acteristics and capabilities. The second area of concentration '

Is the role of the media-oriented teacher and the numerous
co] onents involved in designing the mediated classroom. The
-third area includes an explanation of the'nature and function of
three specific mediums: TV, film, and popular music. Fur-
thermore, in each case, a defense is presented on behalf of the
ue"/ of the three mediums, their advantages and disadvantages
are enumerated, and, roost importantly, teaching strategies
are suggested for effective implementation. The fourth area
is devoted to a detailed account of the mediated compVtian
syllabus employed in the classroom. Included in this ascount
are an explanation of the types of students encountered, otite
of the major problems which arose in attempting to put the
plrloject into effect, models of both the traditional,and mediated

'class syllabi for a beginning English corepoeitivejelass, and a
brief ercplanatieni *the outcomes. The study closes with a
summation of ',he support provided for media and concentrates
on the overwld. ming status and influence of media in our so -'
ciety. In miditi n, the concept of the split brain is briefly ex-
plored to-M,IggeSt that the traditional teacher i euilty of a.
grose neglect if the ereetive and visual side - ; most important
side in a contemporary world.

THE CONFERENCE ON COLLEGE CaVIPOSIION AND
COMMUNICATION: A HISTORICAL STUDY OF ITS
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONALIZATION
ACTIVITIES,- 1949-1975 Order No. 7808114

BIRD, Nancy genney, Ed.D. Virginia Polytechnic Institute andState University, 1077. 259pp.

The purpose of this study was to Investigate the loprnent
he Cenference on College 'Composition and Con nunication

urn 1949 throireh 1075 as-a vellic16 for the continuing ,profes-
education of itsnernirerS and for the professionailia

he field of college composition teaching, A numbed of -re-
. search questions were formulated to guide the investigation.
Thee questions concerned (1) the circumstances under which
the organization was !Vended, (2) Its responseg to educational

eets ante social forces, (3) its developing conception of
continuing atication function, (4) its conception oParnd of -;r

toward professiertalization, and (5) its relationship Wit
its-parent, the National Council of Teachers ofeEnglish,

The chief sources of information for this study included Col-
Composition and Communication, the official journal of the

organization; the progran s for the annual conferences; corre-
spondence, and eports housed -in the headquarte S of
of the National Council of Teachers of English in Urb ana
nois; and a series of interviews with former officers of C
conducted in peson, by telephone, and through the mail_ In
addition, some former officers-lent materials from t_ nr per-
sonal 'files.

'--`1 Using the historical method, the'study identified four dis-
tinct periods in the history of the org -ization: 1949-105;4,- .

daring which the-members came toget er to seek a new profes-
sional identity Mid to Itijund a new orgy ization; 1955-1958e
which was characterizdd primarily by p enomenal growth in
membership and expansion of activities; 1059-1967, during
which,CCCC conducted an inward search for new directions 1.

and emerged as' a more mature and confident organization; and
1968-1975, a period in which CCCC's activities were Marked
particularly by a greatly increased concern for social justice.

The researcher concluded that CCCC had become the major
national forum for the continuing educatioapf college compost-

-lion teachers. It played a vital role in this process, primarily
thrNigh its annual conferences and its quarterly journal.. The
format of the earliest conferences emphasized the workshop/
cliscussiono-nethocl. However, as the size of the meetings and '
the body of knowledge about the discipline of writing grew, co
ference topics evolved from general discussions of problems
to the dissemination of more specialized research and theor

idepeadng on the leadership of a few persons. The journal A
evolved from little more than a pamphlet, printing reports 61
the conference sessions and a few articles on what pecific col-
leges were doing in their freshman writing program s, to a

. widely recognized professional journal which has provided the
major outlet lor important research and theory development of
many of the outstanding language scholars in the country,

In addition, the organization also did much to further the
profeesionalization of college composition teaching, particu-

_a larly in/the" areas of develiiping-a knowledge base for the .pro-
sion, developing skills in applying that knowledge, and

iength-ening the control of composition teachers over the
practice of their own profession. It was also observed, how-
ever, thaLthe professionalization process might be speeded if.
CCCC could encourage more research in the teaching of corn-
nitiOn,' exert more control over access to the profession, and
eetahl ish a code of ethics for the practice of the profession. It
was further suggested that some of the actions resulting from
the organization's overwhelming concern for social justice dui-

f the-late 1960's and early 1970'5 might have weakened the
s of its other efforts to-professionalize the field of college

position teaching.

AN EXPERSIENTAL INQL. INTO THE E ECTWENESS
OF COLLABORATIVE" LEARN _`G AS _A rdETIf FOR MI-

. PROVING THE EXTERIENTLAL TING- PERFO_ CE
OF COLLEGE FRESHMEN IN A REMEDIAL WRITING
CLASS Order No. 7808455

CLIFFORD, JohnlAttrick, Ph.D. York University, 1977.
313pp. Chairperson: Professor. Cayer

The purpose of this experimental inquir . was to test the
effectiveness of-two methods of teaching w riting to college
freshmen in a remedial composition clas e traditional ap-
preach `used direct teaching, texts, linear se ne teacher
evaluation, and centralization of authority. ,



The collaborative approach, based on Edwin Mason's Col7
laborative Learning and the insights of John Dewey; Carl
Rogers, Kenneth Bruffee, James Moffett-and Peter Elbof.re-
quired students to sit iii small; cooperating groups to read and
evaluate copies of their writing. Students shared -authority
with the instructor, especially in evaluating assignments, but
also in assigning final grades.. Instructbrs were modetwriters
and learners, facilitators and resources. There was no pre-
teaching; the feedback that students received on

since
their' raftstheir'

was seen as significanClearning,- sce motivation and a- a,re
ness help students make needed changes in language and formt

In collaborative classes, students wrote freely9for fifteen
minutes on assigned autobiographical, expressive and exposi-
tory topics and then sat in small circles to read and comment
on their first drafts. Revisions were then written, and five
copies were brought_ to class for more Specific collaborative
feedback.

This experimental inquiry Was fy:r.---Iceted at Queens College
of the City University of New York.--..n :e Fall, 1975. A pre-
test-posttest control group design was used. Instructional
treatment was the independent variable and experiential writ-
ing performance was the dependent variablealong with me-
chanical performance, vocabulary and mechanical knowledge.
Stu'dents, chosen because they received a ral.v,score below 50 .

on the vocabulary and mechanics subtests. of the Cooperative
English Tests, Form 1A, were systematieally selected and
randomly assigned.te six treatment classes (N =92). Three
instructors each taught a collaborative and a traditional class.
A writing sample yielded scores that were a measure of ex-
periential writing performance and mechanical performance;
the Cooperative English Tests, Form IA and 19, was used to
obtain scores that measured the students' meefianical knowl-
edge and vocabulary knowledge. A holistic rating system of
from 1 to 8 was used for the writing sample. Appropriate
training was provided for the essay raters and for the counters
who determined the-average number of errors per hundred
words on the Writing sample: Detailed syllabi,- video tapings
and discussions were employed.

Using a 2 X 3 factofial analysis =of covariance, the first
hypothesis was substantiated: time collaborative learning method
was more effective than the traditional method in improving
the experiential writing perfnMance of college freshmen in
a rmedial writing class.

The second hypothesis was not upheld; both treatments
were equally successful in reducing the mean number of errors
on the writing sarniile. Additionally, the third and fourth hy-
-potheses were not upheld: -flie collaborative method was not
focund to significantly increase either vocabulary or mechanical
knowledge. The covariance procedure revealed a significant
interaction between instructor and treatment for both these hy-

-potheS'es. A sipifi-c-a-rit-instructor effect- was -also- present in .

the vocabulary hypothesis.
Since students in the collaborative classes were able to ef-

fectively assume more responsibility and authority, introducing
small collaborative tecintiques such as peer evaltation and
structured feedback into regular classroom procedures was
recommended as a realistic way for studentS to participate
Meaningfully in their own learning. If instructors see their
role in the composition class from a more collaborative per-
spective, the teaching and learning of writing might become
more humanistic and more effective. -

Research into varioiniponents of the collaborative
method are recommended. Among these are needed explora-
tions on free writing as a heuristic, and inquiries into journal
writing, feedback and assignment sequence: Inquiries Studying
possible connections between style and method 6 instruction
are also recommended: -

PROJECT WRITE AND ITSI EFFECT ON THE WRITING OF
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS Orr r No. 7807195

GAUNTLETT, James Fredrick, Ed.D. Northern Arizona Uni-
versity, 1978. 187pp. Adviser:- Dr. Robert Boothe

Project WRITE (Writing Requires Individualized Teaching
of English) was an NDEA Title III funded project in the San rc
Diego Unified School District during the 1976-77 school year.
Tr1i help implement this teaching strategy with a goal to in-
provethe writing of high school students, the $40,000.00 proj-
ect provided teachers with a variety of furniture, equipment,
and books in the classroom. Achievement of the goal was
sought through a workshop teaching enviromnent incorporating
personal goal setting, and the encouragement of peer and indi-
vidualized instruction and evaluation.

A study was made of the effect of-Project. WRITE instruc-
tion on the writing performance Of students during the first
semester of the 1976-77 school year. Twenty English classes
in fifteen.high schools involving 420 students were in the ex-.
perimental sample. A control group of similar size and type
classes was established.

The study was a quaSi-experimental design in which stu-
dents wrote a composition at the beginning of the semester,
were exposed to the Project WRITE treatment during the se-.
;nester, and then wrote on the saris subject at.the end of the
semester. The dependent variable was the students' writing
performance as.measured by the scores on the prq and post
writing samples. Indetiendent variables of treatment, sex,
language ability level, rode level, class size, and essay topic
were anllyzed. Compositions on one of three tot/were eval-
uated on a nine-point holistic composition scale an a rive-
point mechanics scale. The evaluation of writing samples was
centrolled with thotpugh and sound researchprocedures. Raters
were trained in thetkicoring process and rated all tlik writing
samples at one location during one day. Papers we devoid
of any identifying characteristics except for an alpha- numeric
code known only to the investigator. Each composition was
scored by two raters; a third rater was enlisted whenever the
scores varied more than two points. Interrater reliability was
high. Coefficients were calculated for fourteen yaa'ableeroups,
and most measured .80 or above. The Spearman Brown, or
split-half, formula was applied to determine the reliability of
the composition test. The reliability coefficient was ,78,

Conclusions of the study were: 1. Performance of Project
WRITE students was significantly greater than control group
students at the .08 level of confidence when the two groups
were compared by a regression equation on post -essay scores
after initial differences were statistically brought into equiVa-
Terme. Verification of the outperformance of the control groups
by-We -experimental-graup-was depicteci.by_several_indices:_
raw score, post-essay means,'adjustedpost-essay mean scores,
and mewl change scores. 2. Project WRITE:had a positive
effect on male students; the male students in Project
WRITE -significantly outperformed the male students in the
control group :and alsb outperformed ,the female students in
Project WRITE.F-A caution in this conclusion was rted, how-
ever, in that the high-ability male students in the control
group had scores distributed more broadly in comparison to
the eight other variable groups. 3. For all of the students not
enrolled in Project WRITE, females outperformed the males.
4. Female students performed as well,drdhe control group as
they did in Project WRITE. 5. The variableS of language abil-
ity, class size, grade level, and choice of composition topic,
when judged on post-essay scores, had no statistical signifi-
cance in, the relationship to enrollment in or out of, Project
WRITE.

The study established the viability of Project WRITE as
an effective teaching strategy. As such, it is recommended
that English teachers, department chairpeople, English super-
visors, and administrators consider the adoption of the tech-
niques described. Those who are concerned with the lack of
writing achievement of male Wig; ., -hoot students may wish
particularly to implement a teaching rateg-y similar to that
LA Project WRITE:



THE COMPOSING ROCESS AN-L) "THE TEACHING OF
WRITING: A ST Y OF `AN DEA AND ITS

/I Or No. 7805271

GUNDLACII, Robert A., Ph.D. Northwestern University, 1977.
214pp. Advise Vallace W. Douglas

This is a study Of the i of writing as a composing pro-
cess, and an expluration o the uses of that idea in composition
research and teaching Chapter One introduces the study by e

establishing the premise that the variability of the composing
process, influenced in a given case ley .the individual- writet.i's
task, purpose, situation, and working style, calls into ques
research which aims to discover a universal set of compostrig
procedures that can be said to characterize the activity of

Rather, this chapter suggests, the purpose of research
in composing ought to be to study how particular people write
in specific situations, with such inquiry informed by the idea
that writing is 'a process of composition.

Chapters Two, Three, and Four explore the basic methods
of studying how-people write. Chapter Two points up the pos,-
sibilities and limitations of the direct observation of writers
at work. Direceobseervationlias been the principal method of
inquiry in recent case studies of student's' composinMpro-

Nisesses; therefore, this chapter takes the form of a critical
ieview of threerevesentative studies, with a concluding gen-
eral discussion of direct observation as aernethod of studying
the composing process. Chapter Three considers writers'
accounts of their own practices as data for studying the tom-
posing process.. Through analysqE of published accounts by

ofessional writers and of origi data froM children, ado-
scents, and college students, this chapter suggests that

ers' accounts may he most profitably studied for what they
veal about a writer's attitudes toward, and feelin during,

ph'. es of the composing process, and about a writer's larger
con dons of the whole of the activity of writing. Chapter
Four xamines the documentary'evidence of the composing
proces the notes and scratched -over drafts thet usually wind
up in the writer's wastebasket. Examining case histories of
several non-fiction articles by professional writers and course
papers by two college students, this chapter presents analyses
of the-least-studied, yet perhaps richest, kind of information
about the process of composition.

Chapters. Five and Six turn to the pedagogical uses of the
idea Ofeevriting as a composing process. Chapter Ellie evalu-
ates the contrasting presentations of the composing process
in two popular composition textbooks. Chapter Six describes
approaches to incorporating the idea of writing as a composing
process into the interactions betwgen composition teachers

students, and into a composition tutoringprograrn..

.--
CREATIVE IWRITING IN THE PROGRESSIVE ERA:

A STUDY OF HUGHES MEARNS, MARTHA PECK PORTER,
ALVINA TREUT IlleVIIOWS AND COLLEAGUES. AND-

FLORA ARNSTEIN Order No. 1505277-

HEBERT, Joy
143pp. Direct°

This study deals with the ways in which sever. well - known
teachers develdped creative writing programs fo their stu-
dents during the progressive era. Each teacher ocurnented
his or her work in one or more books or articles, and each de-
scribed program that was considerecPcxemplary by self and
colleagu s The study examines the apparent assumptions of

chers aboue children, writing, teaching, and education
d in their d scriptions of their Work. .

, , Nurehweetern University, 1977:
Wallace W. _EmeegLas

(Lt

Hughes Mearns sought to free students' creativ expression
by creating an atmosphere in which they could writ , and he

-searched for evidence of literary excellence in the writing
done by them. Martha Porter 'wanted children to be able to
write in a cleared straightforward manner, to make sense
of facts in their writing about them. Alvina Burrows and her

colleague_ a basic antagonism between junction-
ally accurate and creative writing, and they created two sep-
arate writing programs tO accornrnodatyvhat they could not
reconcile. Flora Arestein wanted children to be familiar with
good poetry, to write poetry -then-pelves, and to develop liter
ary standards for evaluating poet read-
, Each teacher sought to develoi4 program for, creative writ-
ing; each was strongly influence by teacherly attitudes and
the preitailing curricula to incl de instruction in functional
language skills and in literary tandards.

DEVELOPING ELAWeireet. TING' SKILLS IN WRITING BASED
ON THEORIES OF UAGE kRD LEARNING

Order No. 7809007

IUINTZ, Elaine M.; Fh.D. Fordharn Unive
Mentor: Rita S. Braise

The purpose of the_present study was to compare the effec-
tiveness of an investigator-developed writing curriculum with
one commercially published, both of which were designed to
increase elaborating skill., of high school students. 'A Scale for
$coring Written Composition which included six dependent vari-
ables, namely, total number of words, number of P- units, mean
length of Teunits, number of T-units ' restricted code, in re-

, stricted-elaberated code, and in ela15_ ated code was developed'
to assess the effects of the 'two treatments. The following hy-
potheses were explored: On the six dependent variables of the
Scale for Scoring Written Comoositiont (1) There will be no
significant difference between posttest scores in the investiga-
tor-prepared curriculum treatment group (Ti) and the clammier-4*
daily published treatment group (T2); (2) Them will be no sige
nificant interaction between sex and type of treatment group;
(3) Th'ere will be no significant interaction between school (age,
class grouping, ability) and type of treatment.

The subjects in th4 study were 70 tenth-grade students en-
rolled in but English classes in two urban. senior high schools.
Placement in one of the two treatment gr,tips took place through
random selection of extant participating classes within each
school: Two diverse groups of subjects participated in the
study: School One comprised students of a (reading level based)
homogenous- (high) ability group, with a mean reading level of
11.3, whose mean age was 15. School Two students were het-
erogenously grouped; reading levels ranged from 4.4 to 11.3
(mean-le3);-their-mean-age-wasel7ee-The-same-English-tegeher
in each school, taught each of the two treatment groups in his/
her school.

The T, curriculum, designed to increase written elaborating
skills; contained hierarchlcal4-.structured instructional units
using student identifieation and interpretation of nonverbal corn-
munication.e It was based on Gagne's (1977, 1970) learning the-
ory and incorPorated Bernstein's (1975, 1971) language code

.theory.
Goals of the T, and 12 curricula were deemed comparable.

Literary models were used to develop elaborating skills In the
T2- curriculum. The T, curriculuni was hierarchically - strut-
tured;. the T2 curriculum did not identify an hierarchically-
structured format.

Two posters, with instructions for use, were given to teach-
ers: One to elicit pretest compositions; the other to elicit post -

- est compositions.

rsity, 1978. 331pp.
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Comparison of the effectiveness of the two treatments was

ascertained by computing a one -way analysis of covariance.
No significant differences Were found on total number of words,
number of 'F'- units, and mean length of 1-units. Significant
differences between treatment groups well: (1) the T2 group
virqte a significantly smaller- number of T-units in restnicted,
code than the. T2 group; (2) A significantly larger number. of
T'-units were written in restricted elaborated code and in elab-
orated code by the Ti group than by the T2 group.

A two-way analysis of covariance was computed to deter`
tine the main effects of sex, treatment, and their interactions.

icapt interaction was found only. for variable one, total
number of words. T1 females wrote significantly more than
females in the T2 group. Females in both groups wrote more
than males in both groups. ,3` . .

Females in both treatment groups wrote a significantly
greater number of T-units than did males. No significant in-
teraction was found on the variables analyzing number of T.-
units; mean length of T-`Units, number of T-units in restricted
code, restricted-elaborated code, and elaborated code.

A two-way analysis of covariance was computed to deter-
mine the main effects of school, treatment, and these interac-
tions. School One students, in both treatment gross, wrote
significantly more words, a greater number of T-unitseelo
T-units, and morel -units in restricted and in elaborated c
No signficant differences were rinr-en the variable analy-
number of T-units in restric =elaborated code. There was
no significant nteraction bet een school and treatment ,on any
of the six de e ent variablle= of the Scale for Scoring Writt4n
Composition:

A three-stage hi y in the development of elaboratin'g
skills was hypothesized as one interpretation of the finding that

significantly larger number of T-units were written in re-
tricted-elaborniteci code by males and females in the Ti group

din both schools:
Results of the study indicated that elaborating skills can be

increased without changing quantity of writing.
ere;Arrother conclusion Was that th investigator-dev .ed hi-

eraxchically-structured curriculum , which developed 4 at
ing skills through an understanding of nonverbal corn -ation,'

J
is appropriate for increasing elaborating skills with students
considered of. high, or low ability, whether honeogenously oree--,
helerogenouslmtheped, and whetherconStituting a younger or
older group for their grade,

'

Results: A 54 percent p of teacher questionnaires
supported the findings of the Donlan study: Teachers preferred
short writing assignments, favored, exposition and reporting
forms, and evaluated ty.riting on a cOmbineethasis of form and,content. Sixty-four percent made no more than 12 writing
assignments per year.-

Results of the teacher interviews revealed that teachersConsidered e ability toorlte to be important in all contentareas, expo ted students to utilize notetaleing skills, valued"creative e ntent-oriented writing, and felt.that More writing
Should be required.

Analysis of the 446 student surveys and the interviews with
recent graduates revealed that welting techniques such as Out-lining, rewriting, and revision were seldom used. Notetald.rigwas the writing task most utilized with its relation to testing
being the strongest motiVation. Shidedts aka perceived long
writing assignments as being of most valudi Students identified
Writing instruction with English .classeS and would like future
writing instruction in Specific forms for the purpose of im-
proving writing quality.

.

Conclusions: Sonie conclusions were: 1, Although they con-
sRter writing important to success in their disciplides, high
school teachers in the four major content areas db not frequently -
assign writing as an instructional activity. 2= Assigned writing
is brief and consists primarily of exposition and reporting
given for the purpose of extending and/or expanding in-class
activities. 3. Writing instruction is done through in-class
supervision of the writing process, but outlining,wevision/re-
writing, and correcting are seldom used Ifs teaching
techniques. 4. Teachers concerned with content more than
form in commenting on studentnriting and in evaluating that
writing. 5. The teaching Of writing is seen prfninrily as the
responsibility of the English teacher by both teachers and stu-
dents. 6. Note-taking is the most widespread nonassigned,
writing task in the high school content areas as reported by
Uothleachers and students. 7: Ifigb school students want to
learn to write and associate their need for writing instruction,
with specific forms and improved communication,

Redonimenda TIS: Some reconunendations were 1. A ear-
_on component instruction In teaching writing In the

areas should be required of all presevice and inservice
rs Simila'r icnthe present State of Florida requirement

' fo eading in the cootent areas. 2. College.2: of Education and
Unive ity Departments of English should assume leadership
in estab shing writing workshops for teachers wishing to int-
prove en. own writing skills. 3. The need for increased writ-

. in6 eXPressed by teachers and studeets should be given consid-
eration by administrators responsible for cleter4n1ning elaSs
size and teaching loads, 4. 'Fife responsibility for developing
articulation among all teachers assignint writing must be
assumed= by those responsible for at rricultim development.

WRITING IN THE CONTENT AREAS: A SURVEY OF THE.
INSTRUCTIONAL USES OF WRITING IN SELECTED CEN
TRAL FLORIDA HIGH SCHOOLS Order No. 7807097

McGEE,_Nancy_Hasco,Ed Florida_Apantic University, 1977,
/129pp.

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to describe the
ways in which secondary English, mathematics, science and
social studies teachers utilize writing as an instructional
methodoloy.

Procedures: Data were collected in, four'steps: 1. Ques-
tionnaires were distributed to all content area teachers in the
folir fields in 13 Central Florida high schools in a replication
of Dan Donlan's 1974 study, Teachin WritinT in the Content
Areas: Eleven H °theses Prom a Teacher Serve , 2. Twenty
teachers, five from each content area representing echoolsof
the questionnaire survey, were randohily selected and inter-
viewed. Subjects were asked to supply evaluative data concern-

ting writing practices in their content areas. 3. One class of
students in each of the schools was given a questionnaire de-
signed to parallel certain key items on the teacher survey, to
identify specific forms in which students d.d written, and to
elicit an attitudinal response to writing as a learning strategy.
4:Nineteen recent graduates of the schools in the study were
interviewed to obtain evaluative data concerning writing prac-
tices in those schools during ill Jr high school careers.

A STUDY X METHODS OF Tl?ACIIING FORMAL
'ENGLISH WRITING Order No, 7807915

McNEILL, John Lawrence, Jr., Ph.D. University of South.
Carolina, 1977.

The purpose. of the study was to answer the following ques-
tions: I. NVhiclictf six methods is most effective in reducing the,
number' of student -made errors in formal. English writing?
2. How does pre-writing instruction compare In effectiveness
with post-writing instructio? 3. Does etitiori of teaching
methods produce greater results 7 4, is t e a pattern of er-
rors that students of certain old even en t eeerfe make? 5, Do
students tend to repeat errors'? 6. Whir h car-one comonly made?



The experiment was conducted at a community college of
1,500 students. Trie simple consisted of six classes of fresh-
man-English; there were thirty students in each class. The
experiment lasted one g arter (eleven weeks).

An analyisis of coyiWance and an analysis of varimice showed
that there is a significt,,difference in the effectiveness' of
to Methods. The evidence showed that the Personal
method was the most effective method in reducing the number

of student--rnade errors in firm& English writing.- The Pee-
Sonal Method was followed 1 the Film ns Method, the Peer
Groups Method, the Field Trip Method,_ the 1Model Method, and.the Opaque. Projector. Method. .

A tabulation- showed that there was no significant difference
in pre-writirig and p&st-writing instruction as far as reducing
the number of student-made errors in formal English writing
was concerned.

.

Ari analysis of covariance showed that there was a signifi-
cant difference in errors in formal English writing after, repeti-
tions of teaching
errors for all six
Initial Essay.

A negative cor
College Guidanc

eta gds. There was a decrease in averige
thods op Essay 113 as compared to th6

existed between the scores-on the
erne tests (Reading and Sentences)

and the number of errorstn formal EngliSh writing; the higher
the score on either the Reading Test or the Sentences T±A, the
fewer the errors in formal English writing; the lower the score
On the Reading Test or the Sentences Test, the greater the er-

trors in formal English writing.
A tabulation showed that 175 out of 180 students in the ex-

periment of (our essays repeated at least one error in formal
English writing. The repetitions of the 175 students decreased,
however, with each succeeding essay.

The errors most commonly made by the 180 students Mere
as follows: (1) omission of a comma to separate main clauses
joined by: a coordinating conjunction, (2) superfluous internal
punctuation, and (3) omission of a comma to separate intro-
ductory clauses and phrases from a main clause. More errors
were m=ute on the three descriptions above tljarr were made on
the other sixten descriptions combined.

The conclu.1- s pf the study were tfollows: 1. The PeV
sonal Method is best of the six methods for reducing the _number
of student-made errors in formal English writing. Apparently,
it makes a difference when the student has direct contact with
the instructor. 2. It nial-zes no difference whether students re-
ceive instruction before or alter tyriting essays as far as re-
ducing student-made errors in formal English writing is con-
cerned, 3. Repetitions of any .care of the six teaching methods
in the experiment will cause most students to make fewer er-
rors in formal English writing. 4. Students who score high on'
the College Guidance and Placement Reading and Sentence Tests
generally make fewer trrors in formal English Students
Who scare law Or the Co'lege '3uiclanco..Lnd treading
and Sentences Tests generally make more errors in formal
English writing. 5. Even though teachers mark errors and use

rortree rruTda.S,-rni-Tsrstliclents repeat errcns-mrsucceeding=
essays. 6. The greateSt weakness by far of students informal
English writing- is the inability to use the comma correctly.

UNJYTELTED COMPOSITION: A MULTI-CULTURAL AP-
PROACH TO 'TEACHING ENGLISH COMPOSITION AT THE
COLLEGE LEVEL IN AN URBAN SETTING

/ Order No. 7804625

SALSMAN, Frecirick Lerioy, A.D. The Unitrersity of,11(lichigan,
1977. 156pp, Chairman: Jay Robin-on

The purpose of this project is t describe and docurrfent a
conipositionalniodel which unites, a philosophy of Illulti-ctil-
tural education to the teaching of English composition at the
college level in an urban setting. The model Is offere'd as an
,alternative to the popular °deficit" and "dikererice composi:
tfonal models that dominate English larguagNind literature
curricula in most knierican colleges and universities.

This ideal course model for teaching English composition
will not only complement and support existing ethnic:studies
programs, but will serve society at large. By integrating
through literatures oi history, social custom, language and -

philosophical beliefs of the various highly visible ethnic groups
that live in America., this ,course will help the student to pull
into focus his/her own cultural heritage with that of the overall
multi-ethnic heritage that,is America.

To document this claim, the clisseatation focuses on fakir
areas of investigation. Chapter I is a general analysis of the
socio- historica.l forces underlying-the emergence of the social
movement which changed the monocultural flavor of American.

ducatiop.
Chapter II is a godo-hister teal analysis of American theo-

ries of cultural assimilation and the effects they have had tin
the American character. Two models of cclucation ire re-
viewed: "deficit" and "difference models that very devel-
oped, and in many cases are still maintained, in an attempt
to prom ote, mainstream cultural conformity.

Chapter III examines a specific experiment in
tural education and explores its appropriateness to its particu-
lar institution and environment. It goes on to define multi-
cultural education and analyzes its implications for American
education and society.

Chapter-IV justifies the importance of a niulti -cultural com -
positional model at the college level in air urban setting and

offers an ideal course package as a replacement for the popular
"deficit" and "cliff? rence" compositional. models.

It is realized that this model is not a panacea for the prob-
lems which haunt America's academie curricula and society.
It is a Step toward understanding. Only through a mutual under-
standing and knowledge of one another's cultures will the vari-
ous ethnic, groups in this country learn to live with and respect
each other as total inilatLheings.
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extent sentence-This study was undertaken to detei-
,bitting exereises neWlY'-deeeic)peci, intensive pedagogical

language experience-riallien.Ceathe sYnt::ictic f/oeney acid the
Writing vality of coliege-age ancients enrolled rn remedial En-
glish elitfises atWeber State Collette '24vien, Utah, The aim of
the exporifnentw6s to melisure the stoderit'AabilitS' to gram--
erratically maniptilate sentence cnrmtructink aLiility was
demonstrated by the student's skill iu redueing independent
clauses' to suyorclinate clanses onfickne4, inci in adding
them to adjoioing clause% and-r -unttn, Th4 student cook' then
construct sentence structures of coo4i4er;ibie depth and corn-
plezity comparable to these sentences Written

The present stncy tested top first,
ilatstudentstratned in sentence!eoirbi ningprocedures wonitiscrelse

the syntactic ft neney.of their vritineoorld, that students
ed in sentence-ccktimining ProCerhare.s -Would increase their
rdl writing,qoalityl as judged by qualified English teachers.

rbui- freshman corTvoition tekeher5 cooperated With the
Peri%Orlier try PrOtriCitrig- clagarnorri instruction for the ex-

, Two teachers, instriseteci the e/601-imental classes
ins sentence -combining exereises, nrici two teachers in

cteci the control cla,$.ises rbethOds for re-
al English, Thirty -eight otudents participated in the ex-'

pertinent. 4t ach wroteta-40V-Ivorci composition (pretest) during
the first Week Of the ten -week ChuartOf Oria then wrote a .400-
yercl compojiticin (posttest) chts'int the last weei* of the quarter.

Through the analyses of tile hre- hiCtv,p,4740i--COreNnitiariS of
experimental Ind control grappes, the effects of the language

experience-were rria.stit-pd, The reatiIis of the investigation
fRilici to support one of the study's asnomptiens, Statistical
evidence did not sustain the flYpetheats that students trained in

`Onntence-combining preeedere0 wrote convositions nignificantly
different in syntactic flneney frorn tl'icAe students trained in
traditional methods, However, tile 0010' rlYPtittle$iS! Was sus-
taltred. Students trained in senterizia,cbrotolin procedurei
orate a lions -which were jatiged patter overall writing

ity than the students of the kORtral Pouf%
One of e4veral specific sug5eAtons far further research

as the recornmgridattory that inVettgatiwis be made to deter-
mine whether sentence-eornhirang tidy restrictive effect on
Writing--increasing syntactic f/liehry apt' everail Writing qual-
ity--or whether it can Do espectedtn do the work of an entire
Writing program.
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